50 ITEMS - HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE
ANGLO JUDAICA AND HEBRAICA, BIBLIOGRAPHY, EARLY
HEBREW BIBLE, HOLOCAUST MATERIAL, ORDERS OF
SERVICE FOR HISTORICAL EVENTS, PALESTINE MANDATE

The Bible is our Mandate

CONGRESS ELECTIONS
Come along and hear why you should vote for
MIZRACHI - HAPOEL HAMIZRACHI

A MASS MEETING
will be held at the
Brondesbury Synagogue Hall
Chevening Road, N.W.6
on SATURDAY, 12th OCTOBER, at 8 p.m.
In the Chair:
DAYAN MORRIS SWIFT
Speakers:
Rabbi KOPUL ROSEN, M.A.
Rabbi Dr. H. FREEDMAN, B.A.
(of Melbourne, Australia)

Vote for List No. 3
MIZRACHI - HAPOEL HAMIZRACHI
headed by
Chief Rabbi Dr. I. HERZOG
on SUNDAY, 13th OCTOBER

Ensure that Eretz Israel is built as a truly Jewish State!
ALL ARE WELCOME
No Collection

London, The Mizrachi Federation of
Gt. Britain and Ireland [1946] 21.5 x 14.5 cm [ref: 18843 ] £125

1. [Handbill] The Bible is Our Mandate, Come along and hear why you should vote for Mizrachi - HaPoel Mizrachi A MASS MEETING will be held at the Brondesbury Synagogue Hall, ..... on Saturday, 12th October... in the Chair: Dayan Morris Swift. Speakers: Rabbi Kopul Rosen and Rabbi Dr H Freedman. London, The Mizrachi Federation of Gt. Britain and Ireland [1946] 21.5 x 14.5 cm [ref: 18843 ] £125
2. MAPAM. **Soldiers Bulletin [7 Issues 1948 and 1949]**. Published by the English Speaking Soldiers Committee United Workers Party (MAPAM) Tel Aviv. MAPAM printed at Hadefus Hekhadash Press Ltd, Tel Aviv 1948/1949. 35 x 24 cm. On the back, written “For Internal Use Only - Not for Sale to the Public”. A BI-Weekly bulletin - 7 issues - 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. Running from November 1948 to May 1949. Articles and reports from the War of Independence. No copies listed on Worldcat. [ref: 18887] **£350**

4. **Laws of the Machzikey Hadass and Shomre Shaboss Sefer ha-Takanot shel Kehilat Mahzike ha-dat ve-Shomre Shabat be-London.**

London Machzikey Hadass 1893.

First edition. Original wrappers, 19 cm, 15+15 pp, text in English and Yiddish. Staples are a bit rusty, some minor soiling to wrappers, a little chipping to wrappers - overall good condition. See Prager, Yiddish Culture in Britain page 429. Founded in 1891, the community was established by a group of people who were dissatisfied with the prevailing standards of religious observance of the general community especially regarding Kashrut. Hence, Shechita and Passover are specifically mentioned in these laws. It became one of the principal synagogues of London’s East End and Rav Kook was the Rabbi from 1916 to 1919, when he was caught in London because of WW1. The rules include obligations such as “To Keep the Synagogue open from day break till midnight for anyone wishing to read prayers, study the Law or say Tehillim.” [ref: 18884 ]

£180
5. Luzzatto, Ephraim.- *Eleh Benie Haneurim.* London, G Richardson and S Clarke, 1764. FIRST EDITION. Limited edition. A wide margined copy. pp. (3), vi-xi, (5), 5-87. Stamp on title, browned and damp-stained. Loose in later boards. Sm. 4to. Vinograd, London no.45. Luzzatto was an Italian physician who was also a highly gifted poet. In 1763 he moved to London where he was appointed a physician to the Portuguese Congregation. Text in Hebrew. [ref: 16988 ] £1,250

6. Montefiore, Judith (Lady). - *Notes from a Private Journal of a Visit to Egypt and Palestine, by way of Italy and the Mediterranean.* London Joseph Rickerby 1844. Original full leather binding with gilt dentelles around all the edges. (Leather a bit scuffed, top of spine has broken off.) Decorative spine, 5 raised bands, title on leather label. 19.5cm, 410 pp. Text in English. Fold out chart after Appendix. Original photograph of Sir Moses Montefiore stuck on one of the pages. The original of this book is mentioned in Lehmann, p101 [ref: 10330 ] £950

8. **[Broadsid][HaVaad HaMeyuchad L’Ezrat Yehudai Polin [Committee dedicated to the Assistance of Polish Jews] Poster - Shana Laason Yehudai Polin 1st September 1939 - 1st September 1940 [A Year of Catastrophe for Judaism in Poland].** Tel Aviv HaVaad HaMeyuchad L’Ezrat Yehudai Polin [Committee dedicated to the Assistance of Polish Jews] 1940. 93cm x 64 cm, backed on archival linen. A rare and important poster highlighting the need to save Polish Jewry before the full horrors of the Holocaust were revealed. “Let us save the remnants of the Jews of Poland - survivors of Evil and Wickedness” [ref: 18898 ] £1,250


11. **Order of Prayer to be used at the Service on Friday, May 20th, 5670-1910, The Day of the Funeral of His Late Majesty, King Edward.** London Wertheimer, Lea & Co 1910 Original wrappers, 21cm, 8pp, parallel English and Hebrew text, a little rusting to staples overall a very nice copy. [ref: 18886 ] £100
12. **Form of Prayer to be Used in The Spanish and Portuguese Jews’ Synagogue Bevis Marks Wednesday, 7th Nissan (24th March), 5607, being the Day Appointed by Command of Her Majesty to be Observed as a General Fast and Day of Humiliation** [relates to Irish Famine]. In the Hebrew it says “To pray and to entreat our Father in Heaven that the Land should yield its Produce. London, Mendola, Cahn, & Co 1847 19cm, 16pp, text in Hebrew and English, dis-bound, pages loose. [ref: 11340 ] £250

13. **Thanksgiving Service on the Occasion of the Cessation of Hostilities in South Africa and the Conclusion of Peace, to be Held on the First Day of Shebuoth, Wednesday, 11th June, 1902, in the Synagogues of the Spanish and Portuguese Congregations of Great Britain.**


Original wrappers, cover title, 21cm, unpag. 3 pp, very good condition. Hebrew and English. Special prayer for the Jews of Russia who were suffering pogroms under the Anti-Semitic regime of the Tsars. [ref: 13337 ] £125
15. Prayer for the Success of the Naval Conference, London. To be read after the Prayer for the King and the Royal Family, On Sabbath, January 18th. London Office of the Chief Rabbi 1930
Original wrappers, cover title, 21.5cm, 3 pp. Some soiling to lower edge. Hebrew and English text. London Naval Conference, (Jan. 21–April 22, 1930), conference held in London to discuss naval disarmament and to review the treaties of the Washington Conference of 1921–22. Hosted by Great Britain, it included representatives of the United States, France, Italy, and Japan. At the end of three months of meetings, general agreement had been secured on the regulation of submarine warfare and a five-year moratorium on the construction of capital ships. [ref: 17200] £150

16. Memorial Prayer for the Victims of the Mass Massacres of Jews in Nazi Occupied Lands To be recited on Tisha B'Av after the reading of the Law, on succeeding Sabbaths after the Prayer for the King and the Royal Family. London Office of the Chief Rabbi 1942
Original wrappers, 21.5cm, unpagedinated 3 pp. Parallel text in Hebrew and English. Vertical crease, mild foxing to front cover. [ref: 15486] £125

17. Off-ice of the Chief Rabbi. - The World War - Service
OF PRAISE AND THANKSGIVING FOR THE VICTORIES OF THE ALLIED NATIONS
London Office of the Chief Rabbi 1945.
Original wrappers, cover title, 22cm, 16 pp, Hebrew and English text.
With a supplication for surviving brethren in and from Nazi lands;
prayer for the King and the Royal family; prayers for the victims of the war. A little wear and fading, vertical crease, small split at bottom edge not affecting text.
[ref: 894] £100

Original green gilt card covers spiral bound (oblong) 25cm wide x 23 cm high. 63 unnumbered leaves, illustrations, portraits and maps.
Covers the period 1947 to 1957, extensively illustrated. Text by Lt Col. Dr. Israel Ber and edited by A Kravi. The text is tri-lingual - Hebrew, French and English. [ref: 18879 ] £45

of leaders and people related to the Jewish Legion (Jabotinsky, Trumpeldor, Lord Rothschild, Gen. Monash, etc.), as well as group photos of ordinary soldiers and scenes from the life of the Legionnaires during the war. The book is preceded by a printed letter from Division General B S Chaitor to John Patterson who commanded the Legion. Worldcat lists 4 copies (NLI, Yale, Univ Toronto and Stanford). Wear to spine, partially worn away. [ref: 15375 ]

19. **FIRST ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION STATE OF ISRAEL**
**MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, SATURDAY EVENING, MAY 14TH, 1949.** New York Israel Anniversary Committee 1949. Original wrappers, 48 unnumbered pages : illustrations, facsimiles, portraits ; 28 cm . The Guest of Honor was Vice President Alben W Barkley, and many US officials including the The Mayor of New York, numerous Senators, State Governors and Congressmen. Several articles on Zionism, Jabotinsky and Israel numerous illustrations.
[ref: 18842 ]  £375
20. **HEBREW BIBLE - CHAMISHA CHUMSHEI TORAH** Antwerp, Christopher Plantin 1580-1582.
Attractive leather binding, all edges gilt. Christopher Plantin (1520 – 1589) was one of the early and an influential printers. He lived and worked in Antwerp. He printed several Hebrew Bibles – this one has an attractive and decorative binding, some wear to binding. Darlow and Moule 5104 - Vinograd Antwerp 26 [ref: 18553 ] £2,250

21. **THE MACHZIKEI HADASS CALENDAR MANCHESTER MACHZIKEI HADASS.** Manchester, 1953 36cm h x 28.5cm w. Detailing Sabbath times between 1952-1953. Omer table. Adverts on reverse for various Manchester Jewish schools etc. [ref: 8125 ] £45

“On March 19th, 1948. Ambassador Warren R Austin, the representative of the United States in the Security Council of the United Nations announced that his government favored the institution of a temporary trusteeship for Palestine rather than the General Assembly’s Resolution on partition and economic union”. This was seen by the Jewish community as the State Departments attempt to scuttle and Partition and a great betrayal. Harry Truman lent his support to Partition and nothing came of the Trusteeship proposal but it caused great anxiety to the Zionist Community. [ref: 18893 ] £250

23. **[SHEARET HAPLETAH] HAGGADAH LEPESEACH IM LIKUTIM METALMIDEI HABESHT.** Fernwald Yaffah 1946. More recent blue cloth, original wrappers bound in. 21 cm, 57 pp. A mixture of photo offsets from other Haggadot with a facsimile of a few pages in Yiddish or Judeo German on the Seder night. This is one of the Haggadot produced for use by the survivors in the DP camps in the aftermath of the Holocaust. Some staining and creasing to wrappers. Yudlov 4019 - (Wiener A 228 ) [ref: 18856 ] £150
Original wrappers, 21 cm, 35 cm, text in Hebrew, illustrated. Title in Hebrew and Russian. Hebrew translation of Marcus Adler’s lecture on Chinese Jews delivered at the Jews’ College Literary Society on June 17, 1900. Translated by Elhanan Segal. Drawings of synagogue interior. Lacking front wrapper and spine, chipping to back cover. [ref 15481] £150

Original blue cloth, no DJ., 29cm, 199pp. a little marking to cloth overall good condition. Some illustrations. Lists 7060 Liepaja Jews and Their Fate, 1941-1945. [ref: 18850 ] £65

28.  DIOGO DA ANUNCIACAO JUSTINIANO [Álvares], Archbishop of Cranganor, Carlos Vero (Rabbi David Nieto), Moses Mocatta (translator). **THE INQUISITION AND JUDAISM - A SERMON ADDRESSED TO JEWISH MARTYRS, ON THE OCCASION OF AN AUTO DA FE AT LISBON, 1705. BY THE ARCHBISHOP OF CRANGANOR. ALSO A REPLY TO THE SERMON, BY CARLOSvero. TRANSLATED BY MOSES MOCATTA.** London J Wertheimer 1845. 
Original blind stamped cloth, gilt title. XIV + 191 pp. Ex library, with stamps and withdrawn stamp, cloth is worn.  
[ref: 18538 ] **£180**

Original wrappers. A pamphlet which calls for contributions to a charitable appeal aimed at providing aid to Jewish orphans in Europe. Original wrappers, 21cm., unpaginated (4pp), illustrated with photographs of needy children, slightly worn but overall in good condition.  
[ref: 14029 ] **£125**
30. Goren, Rabbi Shlomo. **HAGGADAH SHEL PESACH - FIRST ISRAELI ARMY HAGGADAH.** Jerusalem 1949

Original wrappers, internally significant foxing. Text in Hebrew. This was the first Passover Haggadah published by the Israeli Defense Forces. "All subsequent Pesach Haggadot published by the army were more elaborate, but since this Haggadah was published right after the 1948 War of Independence, the army used plates of another Haggadah published in the previous year by Lewin-Epstein. The difference between the first IDF edition and the edition it was copied from is the letter to the soldiers from the first Chief Rabbi of the IDF, Shlomo Gorontschik, later to become the Chief Rabbi of Israel, Shlomo Goren, printed in the inside front cover. He writes in Hebrew 'After 2000 years of physical and spiritual slavery, we have merited to celebrate the festival of freedom.......and Just as we left Egypt and saw miracles so too we saw in the War of Independence that we raged in our land. Raise high the flag of freedom that you have acquired by your hands in great bravery and self sacrifice as we envision the complete Redemption and celebrate the Festival of Passover .... ' " See Shalom Freedman - Rabbi Shlomo Goren: Torah Sage and General (page 36) Yudlov 4122 [ref: 18806 ]  £275
31. Imber, Naphtali Herz (1856-1909). Barkoi Third or The Blood Avenger Poems (Author of Hatikwa). New York A H Rosenberg, Canal Street 1904. Original paper covered boards, cloth backstrip, 21cm, 80pp. Portrait, mostly in Hebrew with some English translations. “This volume of verse contains poems that Imber wrote in response to the 1903 Kishinev pogrom. Some deal with the war then raging between Russia and Japan (pp. 18-36, 46-7). In ‘To Iwan the Terrible’, which was originally published before the outbreak of the war, Imber invoked Biblical references to prophesy that Japan would ultimately defeat Russia... the volume was dedicated to the Japanese Emperor” see Goldman - Hebrew Printing in America No 431 page 391. Some wear to boards and cracking to inside front hinge. [ref: 18855 ] £180

33. Jabotinsky, Vladimir (President of the New Zionist Organisation) *The Threatened Partition Of Palestine Address to Members of Parliament*. On Monday July 13th 1937. 1937 13 p + 2 pages maps TOGETHER with ZIONEWS Volume 1 issue 24 (August 1st 1937). Worldcat lists a single copy at the National Library of Israel. Staining to front wrapper. This was an address given by Jabotinsky at a meeting of MPs held at the House of Parliament. The meeting was chaired by Sir John Haslam MP. There are a couple of very crudely drawn maps. Jabotinsky and the members of the New Zionist Organization were against Partition. [ref: 18674] £350


£85

36. Münz, Dr. L. – **Torat Nashim - Ein Buch für die jüdische Ehefrau.** Frankfurt am Main Hofmann. 1935. Original orange wrappers, 22cm, 63 pp. Good condition with some chips to covers. In German. A Halachic work dealing with laws relating to women. [ref: 9595 ]

£45
37. Penkar, Hyams Ezekiel. **Service for the First Two Nights of Passover**. Bombay Mr Simeon Jacob Kharikar at the Bombay Hebrew Publishing and Printing Press 1935
Original paper covered boards, cloth backstrip, 17cm, 118 pp.
Text in Hebrew and Marathi. A little bit of worming only marginally affecting the text.
Yudlow 3496 [ref:18880] £250

Original wrappers, 21cm., 62pp., text in English, ex library, some pen and pencil marks to the front wrapper but overall in very good condition.
[ref: 14061 ] £150

40. Weizmann, Dr. Chaim. - **The Position in Palestine Speeches by Dr. Chaim Weizmann, President of the Jewish Agency for Palestine**. London The Jewish Agency for Palestine 1930. Original wrappers. Stapled, 8vo, 35 pp, self wrappers, a little soiling to front wrapper. Ex-library. Worldcat lists copies in UK, Germany, Switzerland, Canada and one in the USA. Contents - The Atrocities in Palestine, Speech at the Royal Albert Hall; The Zionist Movement Under the Palestine Mandate, Address to the Central Asian Society; The Significance of the Jewish National Home, Speech at the Anglo-Palestinian Club and The Jewish People's Right to its National Home, Speech at the Conference of the German Zionist Federation. [ref: 18866] **£250**


[ref: 18872] £35

47. Roth, Cecil. - **A Jewish Printer in Naples.** Manchester, Manchester University Press 1956
[ref: 18873] £35

48. Wallenstein, M. - **Four Unpublished Poems in Rylands Hebrew Ms. 6 - One by Abraham (Ibn Ezra).** Manchester John Rylands Library 1961
[ref: 18876] £35
49. Wallenstein, Meir. - **GASTER HEBREW MS. 4 IN THE JOHN RYLANDS LIBRARY: A YEMENITE TIKHALAL OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.** Manchester John Rylands Library 1963
Original wrappers, 25 cm, 505-531 pp.

50. Wallenstein, Meir. - **A UNIQUE KOL-NIDRE PIYYUT FROM THE CAIRO GENIZAH IN THE GASTER COLLECTION IN THE JOHN RYLANDS LIBRARY.** Manchester, John Rylands Library 1959
Original wrappers, 25 cm, 488-500 pp.